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The USDA Automated Multiple Pass Method (AMPM) Blaise instrument collects 24-hour dietary recall data for the What We Eat In America, National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey. AMPM contains more than 2,500 questions and 25,000 responses about foods. Each year it is used in approximately 10,000 interviews which ask individuals to recall the foods and beverages that were consumed the day before the interview. On average, 13 food items are reported for each 24-hour dietary recall and 6 questions are asked about each food item. During each year of the survey, interviewers use AMPM to ask respondents a total of approximately 700,000 questions about foods. Yearly updates are made to questions, response values, and items-skipped patterns to improve the accuracy and completeness of the dietary data. These updates result from changes in the food supply and in food consumption patterns, and evaluation of the use of the questions and responses. Qualitative evaluation methods include direct observation of interviews, interviewer questionnaires, review of food coding, and informal feedback from interviewers and food coders. Statistical analysis of the questions and responses provides a quantitative approach to evaluation which is necessary with such a large and complex instrument. Question and response frequencies are used to prioritize annual reviews. Particular attention is paid to the percentages of “don’t know” and “other specified” responses. Statistical tests of differences in response percentages for the same question over time provide indicators of where changes are occurring that need to be evaluated.